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Abstract. The optical properties, chemical composition, and potential chromophores of brown carbon (BrC) aerosol 

particles were studied during typical summer and winter time at a kerbside in downtown Karlsruhe, a city in central 

Europe. The average absorption coefficient and mass absorption efficiency at 365 nm (Abs365 and MAE365) of BrC 

were lower in the summer period (1.6 ± 0.5 Mm-1, 0.5 ± 0.2 m2 g-1) than in the winter period (2.8 ± 1.9 Mm-1, 1.1 ± 

0.3 m2 g-1). Using a Parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis to identify chromophores, two different groups of highly 20 

oxygenated humic-like substances (HO-HULIS) dominated in summer and contributed 96 ± 6% of total fluorescence 

intensity. In contrast, less oxygenated-HULIS (LO-HULIS) dominated the total fluorescence intensity in winter with 

57 ± 12%, followed by HO-HULIS with 31 ± 18%. The statistical analysis of AMS data (positive matrix factorization) 

and Aqualog excitation-emission spectra (parallel factor analysis) showed that the LO-HULIS chromophores are most 

likely emitted from biomass burning in winter. Less volatile oxygenated organic aerosol shows good correlations (r > 25 

0.7; p < 0.01, respectively) with HO-HULIS components in summer. The LO-HULIS have a negative correlation (r = 

-0.6, p < 0.01) with O3, which indicates that the LO-HULIS may be depleted by reaction with ozone. In contrast, the 

HO-HULIS had a positive correlation (r = 0.7, p < 0.01) with O3, indicating that they may result from oxidation 

reactions.  

Five nitro-aromatic compounds (NACs) were identified by CIMS (C7H7O3N, C7H7O4N, C6H5O5N, C6H5O4N, and 30 

C6H5O3N) which contributed 0.03 ± 0.01% to the total organic mass, but can explain 0.3 ± 0.1% of the total absorption 

of methanol-extracted BrC at 365 nm in winter. Furthermore, we identified 316 potential brown carbon molecules 

which accounted for 2.5 ± 0.6% of the organic aerosol mass. Using an average mass absorption efficiency (MAE365) 

of 9.5 m2g-1 for these compounds, we can estimate their mean light absorption to be 1.2 ± 0.2 Mm-1, accounting for 32 

± 15% of the total absorption of methanol-extracted BrC at 365 nm. The potential BrC molecules assigned to the LO-35 

HULIS component had a higher average molecular weight (265 ± 2 Da) and more nitrogen-containing molecules (62 

± 1%) than the molecules assigned to the HO-HULIS components. Our analysis shows that the LO-HULIS, with a 

high contribution of nitrogen-containing molecules originating from biomass burning, dominate aerosol fluorescence 
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in winter and HO-HULIS, with less nitrogen-containing molecules from less volatile oxygenated organic aerosol, 

dominate in summer. 40 

1 Introduction 

Carbonaceous aerosols (CAs) significantly affect air quality and the planetary radiation budget. Black carbon (BC) 

represents the best-studied absorbing fraction of CAs, while organic aerosol (OA) is typically considered as mainly 

not light absorbing, “white”, and hence only contributing to scattering of solar radiation (IPCC, 2013). However, also 

colored OA compounds, known as brown carbon (BrC), absorb solar radiation in the near-ultraviolet (UV) and visible 45 

spectral range (Laskin et al., 2015;Shrivastava et al., 2017;Moise et al., 2015;Saleh, 2020). Therefore, it has a direct 

impact on radiative forcing (Jacobson, 2012;Wang et al., 2018). A global study finds BrC accounting for approximately 

7% to 48% of direct radiative forcing by comparing all-absorbing CAs (Zeng et al., 2020). Moreover, a global 

simulation suggests that the annual mean contribution of BrC to aerosol particle absorption is 7% – 19% (Feng et al., 

2013). 50 

Sources of BrC are primary emissions e.g. from incomplete combustion but also secondary formation in the atmosphere. 

The major primary sources of BrC are biomass burning (Liu et al., 2021;Brown et al., 2021;Kasthuriarachchi et al., 

2020) and fossil fuel combustion (Olson et al., 2015). Major secondary sources of BrC are the oxidation of 

anthropogenic and biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (He et al., 2021;Xie et al., 2017;Montoya-Aguilera 

et al., 2017). Secondary BrC formation is an important source, especially at high NOx levels in urban areas (Hecobian 55 

et al., 2010;Nakayama et al., 2013). As typical chromophores and chemical compounds of BrC, e.g. nitro-aromatic 

compounds, humic-like substances (HULIS), protein-like substances, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been 

identified (Wu et al., 2018;Salvador et al., 2021;Huang et al., 2018;Chen et al., 2016). Furthermore, Saleh (2020) 

proposed an optical framework to clarify BrC by grouping BrC into four broad categories: very weakly absorbing BrC 

(VW-BrC), weakly absorbing BrC (W-BrC), moderately absorbing BrC (M-BrC), and strongly absorbing BrC (S-BrC). 60 

However, due to the complex mixture of chemical compounds (Yan et al., 2018) and the heterogeneous structure of 

BrC aerosol particles (Laskin et al., 2015) resulting from the diversity of sources, it is still far from being well 

understood (Moise et al., 2015).  

Excitation emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy is a useful method to investigate the light absorption and 

characteristic fluorescence of chromophores. It was initially used to characterize sources and different types of 65 

dissolved organic carbon (DOM) including chromophores in aqueous systems like rivers, lakes, and oceans (Murphy 

et al., 2013;Stubbins et al., 2014). However, this technique can also be used to study atmospheric organic aerosol e.g. 

chromophores extracted from OA (Yan and Kim, 2017;Laskin et al., 2015). Furthermore, parallel factor analysis 

(PARAFAC) can be applied to the excitation fluorescence spectra to distinguish between different chromophore types 

and to potentially identify sources and structures of the chromophores dissolved (Chen et al., 2021;Chen et al., 70 

2020;Matos et al., 2015;Chen et al., 2016;Pucher et al., 2019). For example, major types of fluorophores have variable 

relative contents in atmospheric particles from different sources e.g. biomass burning, coal combustion, and vehicle 

emission (Tang et al., 2020). Fluorescent components related to HULIS contribute the majority of the total fluorescence 

intensity of organic aerosol particles during a one-year observation in Seoul, Korea (Yan and Kim, 2017). Therefore, 

these fluorescence studies can help to distinguish different components of BrC. However, this method is limited to 75 
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soluble fluorescing classes of components. Therefore, it should be combined with other methods like aerosol particle 

mass spectrometry to confirm sources and to perform a chemical characterization of the chromophores. 

The aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) is widely used to investigate sources and the chemical characteristics of OA. 

Especially, positive matrix factorization (PMF) is commonly applied for AMS data analysis (Crippa et al., 2014;Mohr 

et al., 2012;Shen et al., 2019). According to PMF analysis, OA can be separated into e.g. hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), 80 

cooking-related OA (COA), biomass burning OA (BBOA), semi-volatile oxygenated OA (SV-OOA), and low-volatile 

oxygenated OA (LV-OOA). Therefore, complementary data from AMS-PMF and EEM-PARAFAC analysis allows 

for a better interpretation of sources and chemical characteristics of BrC. For example, the water-soluble chromophores 

extracted from urban, forest, and marine aerosol were associated with different oxidation states and functional groups 

by EEM and AMS factor analysis (Chen et al., 2016). However, the combination of these methods doesn’t allow to 85 

verify the analysis e.g. identifying specific molecules as strong compound decomposition caused by the detection of 

AMS measurement. 

The filter inlet for gases and aerosols coupled to a high-resolution time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometer 

(FIGAERO-HR-ToF-CIMS) can provide new insights into the molecular composition of OA (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 

2014). This has been shown in several studies investigating the molecular composition of BrC by HR-ToF-CIMS 90 

(Jiang et al., 2019;Palm et al., 2020;Yuan et al., 2016). For example, five nitrated phenol compounds were detected by 

HR-ToF-CIMS and assigned to account for 4 ± 2% of UV light absorption in Detling, United Kingdom, during the 

winter (Mohr et al., 2013). A few studies also investigated the chemical mechanisms of nitro-aromatic compounds 

formation by CIMS, e.g. source emissions, formation pathways, and photolysis rates (Salvador et al., 2021;Song et al., 

2021). Therefore, HR-ToF-CIMS is a useful method to investigate the chemical composition of BrC aerosol particles. 95 

However, this method also requires validation with standards and reference techniques to identify more potential BrC 

molecules. Lin et al. (2018) developed a method to identify potential brown carbon molecules by correlating the 

number of double bond equivalents with the number of carbon atoms per molecule. A few studies used this method to 

find more brown carbon molecules. For example, there are good correlations (r = 0.9) between mass absorption 

efficiency at 365 nm (MAE365) and potential brown carbon molecules of large molecular weight (Tang et al., 2020). 100 

Xu et al. (2020) used this method to find 149 nitrogen-containing potential BrC chromophores in Tibetan Plateau. 

Therefore, combining the number of carbon atoms per molecule and the molecular double bond equivalent can provide 

a first insight to find more potential BrC molecules by CIMS.  

Several studies investigated BrC in moderately polluted European cities. For example, wood burning emissions 

dominated the OA absorption in the city of Zürich, Switzerland (Moschos et al., 2018). Absorption Ångström 105 

exponents (AAE) of BrC at 300 – 400 nm in winter and summer were found to be ~ 4.5 and ~ 5.1, significantly higher 

than AAE (~1) of BC (Moschos et al., 2018). BrC contributed 13% – 20% to the absorption of solar radiation by total 

carbonaceous aerosols during winter in Magdino, Switzerland (Moschos et al., 2021). On the molecular level, average 

contributions of water-soluble nitro aromatic compounds (NACs) to BrC absorption was 0.13% at a forest site 

(Waldstein) in summer and 1.13% at an urban site in Leipzig in winter, both Germany. Both measurements were done 110 

by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (Teich et al., 2017). Linke et al. (2016) found that residential wood 

burning in the evening hours increased the organic carbonaceous (OC) fraction in the carbonaceous aerosol and 

increased the shortwave MAE at Durlacher Tor, in the city of Karlsruhe, Germany. Furthermore, MAE of refractory 
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BC at 450 nm, 532 nm, and 660 nm was determined to be 12.9 ± 2.8 m2g-1, 8.4 ± 3.1 m2g-1, and 7.5 ± 4.9 m2g-1, 

respectively (Linke et al., 2016). Those studies show interesting information about absorbing carbonaceous aerosol, 115 

but the links to chromophores and the chemical composition of BrC in moderately polluted European cities are still 

quite unclear. 

To understand the chemical composition and the major chromophore types that contribute to BrC at different seasons 

in a typical urban environment in western Europe, we combined the aforementioned methods. Firstly, the seasonal 

variation of optical properties of BrC extracted by methanol will be investigated. Secondly, the chromophoric types 120 

and sources will be identified by the fluorescence technique and aerosol mass spectrometer measurements. Thirdly, 

absorption contributions from typical chromophore molecules will be estimated, which are detected by chemical 

ionization mass spectrometer. Finally, correlations of chromophore types and chemical composition will be discussed. 

2 Experiment and methods 

2.1 Measurement site 125 

We performed particle and trace gas measurements from July 6th – 29th 2019 and February 27th to March 24th, 2020 in 

downtown Karlsruhe, Germany (49°00'33.9"N 8°25'02.3"E), a city with a population of about 300000. The 

measurement site at the Durlacher Tor is located at a central traffic junction with a three-lane road and a street crossing. 

Therefore, it can be classified as a typical urban kerbside. As shown in Fig. S1, there are several industrial emission 

sources within ~ 10 to 15 km of the measurement site, including a refinery with a 15.5 Mt yr-1 capacity in the southwest,  130 

and a 1450 MW hard-coal-fired power plant in the west (Hagemann et al., 2014). The largest part of the city including 

larger residential areas is located southwest of the measurement site and may be expected as a source of biomass 

burning emissions, especially in the heating season. The Hardtwald forest, a surrounding Karlsruhe, is ~ 3 km to the 

north & northeast and ~ 10 km southwest of the measurement site. This forest emits biogenic volatile organic 

compounds, especially in summer.  135 

2.2 Meteorological, aerosol particle, and traces gas instruments 

All instruments were set up in a temperature-controlled measurement container about 5 m west of the road. All 

sampling inlets (PM2.5, TSP) were located 3.7 m above ground level and 1.5 m above the container roof. An overview 

of the instruments used and the parameters measured is given in Tables S1 and S2 of the supporting information. 

Temperature, relative humidity (RH), pressure, wind speed, wind direction, precipitation, and global radiation were 140 

measured by a meteorological sensor (WS700, Lufft GmbH; see Tables S1 and S2) on a mast two meters above the 

container roof. The main wind directions during the campaign were southwest and northeast both summer and winter, 

since winds were channeled by the Rhine river valley. Please note that wind directions at the container location are 

also channeled by tall buildings at mainly west of the container. The actual general wind directions were measured on 

the roof top of a nearby building at 65 m above ground level. O3 and NO2 were measured with standard gas monitors 145 

(Table S1). PM2.5 was measured by an optical particle counter (OPC FIDAS 200, Palas Inc.). Black carbon (BC) 

concentrations were measured with aethalometers (AE51 and MA200; Aethlabs Inc). While the AE51 was measuring 

light attenuation at 880 nm, the MA200 did it at five wavelengths (375, 470, 528, 625, 880 nm) allowing to distinguish 
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between BrC and BC. However, during this measurement campaign, the MA200 showed unusually many measurement 

errors due to frequent switching and therefore we didn’t calculate wavelength dependence absorptions from the MA200. 150 

The mass concentrations of non-refractory PM2.5 components (sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and organics) were 

measured by a high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Inc., hereafter 

AMS) at a time resolution of 0.5 min. AMS data analysis is performed using standard software written for Igor software 

(V7.08, WaveMetrics, Portland, OR), including SQUIRREL (version 1.60C) and PIKA (version 1.20). The mean 

composition-dependent collection efficiency employed was 0.5. In order to investigate the potential source of organic 155 

aerosols, positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis for AMS high-resolution (HR) spectra of organic compounds 

has been done by using the PMF Evaluation Tool (PET version 3.00D) (Ulbrich et al., 2009). In this study, only mass 

spectra in the range m/z 12 – 120 obtained with the AMS operated in V model (mass resolution: 2000) were included 

in the PMF analysis (Song et al., 2022). Large ion masses had a low signal-to-noise ratio. The PMF analysis was done 

as described by (Ulbrich et al., 2009;Song et al., 2022). 160 

The organic molecular compositions of the particle phase were measured by a filter inlet for gases and aerosols coupled 

to a high-resolution time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometer (FIGAERO-HR-ToF-CIMS) employing 

iodide ions for chemical ionization (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014). The instrument we used has been described in detail 

(Huang et al., 2019). In brief, before collecting particles, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters (Zefluor PTFE 

membrane, 2 µm pore size, 25 mm diameter; ANALYT-MTC GmbH.) were heated at 200 °C for 6 hours. Aerosol 165 

particles were deposited on these PTFE filters and stored in a freezer at – 20 °C. 15 filter samples were collected only 

during the winter period (cf. Table S3 in the supplement). During the analysis, particles collected on the filter were 

desorbed by a flow of ultra-high-purity (99.9999%) nitrogen heated from 25°C to 200°C over the course of 35 min 

(Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2014). Each sample filter was heated two times and the second heating cycle was regarded as 

the background (Siegel et al., 2021). The raw data were analyzed by using the toolkit Tofware (v3.1.2, Tofwerk, Thun, 170 

Switzerland, and Aerodyne, Billerica) with the Igor Pro software (v7.08, Wavemetrics, Portland, OR). The molecular 

signals obtained were integrated over the thermal desorption process after background subtraction. We assume the 

same sensitivity of 22 cps/ppt for all compounds (Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016), except for 5 nitro-aromatic compounds 

(NACs). For NACs compounds, we did 4 NACs calibrations in a similar way as done by Salvador et al. (2021). The 

calibration results are given in the supporting information (Fig. S2). 175 

2.3 Absorption and EEM fluorescence spectra of methanol soluble compounds 

To measure particle absorption and excitation-emission spectra, a total of 13 quartz filter samples were collected during 

summer and 34 during the winter period (cf. Table S4 in the supporting information). After deposition, the filters were 

stored in a freezer at -20 °C until laboratory analysis. Methanol soluble organic carbon (MSOC) was extracted from 

the quartz filters with 5 mL methanol (for analysis purity, Merck) via ultrasonication of filter punches for 30 min. All 180 

the extracts were filtered through a 0.45 µm polytetrafluoroethylene membrane into a glass bottle to remove the 

insoluble material. Absorption and excitation-emission spectra of these extracts were measured by an Aqualog 

fluorometer (HORIBA Scientific, USA). The absorption wavelength ranges from 239 to 800 nm with a 3 nm resolution. 

The light absorption coefficients of methanol-extracted brown carbon at 365 nm were calculated through the absorption 

(Aλ) of the solution: 185 
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𝐴𝑏𝑠𝜆 = (𝐴𝜆 − 𝐴700) ×
𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟×𝐿
× ln(10)        (1) 

Where A700 and Aλ are measured by Aqualog, Vextract (m3) is the solvent volume, Vair (m3) is the sampling volume 

corresponding to the extracted filter, and L is the optical path length of the quartz cuvette (1 cm).  

The mass absorption efficiency (MAE; m2 g-1) of the BrC fractions in the extracts as functions of the wavelength were 

calculated according to Hecobian et al. (2010): 190 

𝑀𝐴𝐸𝜆 =
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝜆

𝐶
             (2) 

Where Absλ (Mm-1) is the light absorption coefficient. C (µg m-3) represents the atmospheric concentration of organic 

aerosol detected by AMS, assuming that all organic aerosol components can be dissolved into methanol. 

The absorption Ångström exponent (AAE) is an important parameter to characterize the wavelength dependence of 

light absorption of BrC. It can be derived from the MAE values between wavelength λ300 and λ400 (Wu et al., 2018). 195 

AAE=ln(
𝑀𝐴𝐸300

𝑀𝐴𝐸400
)/ln(

400

300
)           (3) 

The emission and excitation wavelength of the fluorescence spectra range from 247 to 700 nm and 239 to 500 nm, 

respectively. The wavelength increments of the scans for excitation were 3 nm and the emission wavelength increments 

used were 4.66 and 2.33 nm in summer and winter, respectively. The resulting excitation-emission spectra were 

analyzed with the PARAFAC model to identify potential chromophoric components in MSOC. We used the staRdom 200 

package for R version 4.0.5 of the PARAFAC model (Pucher et al., 2019;Murphy et al., 2013), which was downloaded 

from https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/staRdom/vignettes/PA-RAFAC_analysis_of_EEM.html (2021 October 

8). The details of the data analysis procedure are given by Pucher et al. (2019) and Murphy et al. (2013). In brief, light 

absorption measurements were used to correct the EEM for inner-filter effects. The highest absorbance was not greater 

than 2 (mostly below 0.5 at 237 nm), which is appropriate for inner filter corrections of the EEMs. Afterwards, all 205 

EEMs were normalized to the Raman peak area of water so that their unit is in Raman units (RU) whose excitation 

wavelength was 350 nm. Additionally, an interpolation method was used to remove the signals of the first-order 

Rayleigh, Raman, and second-order Rayleigh scattering in the EEMs. Using all 49 EEMs in the PARAFAC analysis, 

4 different components were adopted by comparisons of split-half analysis (Fig. S3). The corresponding model 

parameters are shown in Table S5. 210 

3 Results and discussion 

In the first section (3.1), we provide an overview of meteorological parameters, trace gas concentrations, particle 

masses, and aerosol particle optical properties in summer and winter. In the following section (3.2), we mainly discuss 

the optical properties of BrC. Thirdly, in section 3.3, we discuss the characteristics and seasonal variations of 

chromophore components. Fourthly, in section 3.4, we discuss sources and formation mechanisms of chromophore 215 

components. Finally, in section 3.5, we determine the absorption contributions from brown carbon molecules and 

discuss the molecular characteristics of chromophore components for the winter period. 
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3.1 Overview of the field observations 

Figures S1, S4, and S5 give an overview of meteorological parameters, trace gases, and particle concentrations during 

the campaigns. In summer 2019 and winter 2020, the major wind directions were northeast and southwest (Fig. S1) 220 

caused by the channeling of the wind in the Rhine valley. The average wind speeds were 3.6 ± 1.8 (average ± standard 

deviation) m s-1 and 6.6 ± 1.8 m s-1, respectively. Depending on meteorological conditions, local sources and regional 

transport had an impact on air quality in Karlsruhe (Shen et al., 2019). As shown in Figs. S4 and S5, temperature 

showed diurnal variations with an average of (21.7 ± 6.7) °C in summer and (9.5 ± 1.5) °C in winter. Furthermore, the 

temperatures slowly increased from the beginning to the end of both campaigns. The relative humidity (RH) showed 225 

diurnal variations in summer with peaks at nighttime. In contrast, the RH had high values before the middle of the 

campaign in winter, due to windy conditions with almost continuous rain. Therefore, general air pollution including 

PM2.5 and black carbon was low before March 14th, 2021, because of precipitation scavenging of aerosol particles 

(Zikova and Zdimal, 2016;Song et al., 2022). NO2 and O3 were typically anti-correlated with peaks of NO2 in the night 

and peaks of O3 in the afternoon. The average concentrations of NO2 and O3 were higher in summer (18.6 ± 12.5 ug 230 

m-3, 66.5 ± 37.2 ug m-3) than in winter (9.6 ± 7.4 ug m-3, 27.3 ± 10.6 ug m-3). Please note that the lower NO2 

concentrations in this winter period may not be typical as this was a relatively windy and rainy period. 

Figure 1 shows the time series of wind speeds, precipitations, particle mass concentrations, absorption coefficient, and 

mass absorption efficiency of methanol soluble particle components at 365 nm (Abs365 and MAE365), non-refractory 

aerosol particle compounds, and BC-to-OA ratios (BC/OA) in summer and winter at this measurement site. PM2.5 mass 235 

concentrations measured by gravimetric analysis of collected quartz filters show a good agreement with online PM2.5 

measurement by the optical particle counter (FIDAS). The Pearson’s correlations of the two particle mass 

measurements were 0.9 in summer and winter (Figs. S6a and b). The third panel shows the temporal variation of Abs365 

and MAE365 in summer and winter. The MAE365 had higher values (0.6 – 1.1 m2 g-1) from 13th – 16th July 2019 and 

lower values (0.3 – 0.4 m2 g-1) towards the end of the summer period. In contrast, MAE365 showed higher values during 240 

the whole winter campaign. The MAE365 had a relatively good correlation (Pearson’s R = 0.4) with the BC/OA ratio 

(Fig. S7), indicating BrC became darker (higher MAE365) with increasing BC/OA ratios (Saleh, 2020). The reason is 

that a fraction of BrC comprises organic precursors of BC whose conversion to BC was not completed during the 

combustion process (Saleh, 2020). Furthermore, the average BC/OA ratio in winter was 0.3 ± 0.2 higher than 0.2 ± 0.1 

in summer.  245 

3.2 Optical properties of BrC 

The average Abs365 in Karlsruhe were 2.8 ± 1.9 M m-1 and 1.6 ± 0.5 M m-1 during winter and summer (see. Table S6). 

The average Abs365 values measured in Karlsruhe during winter were lower compared with European cities like Leipzig, 

Germany (6.8 ± 3.9 M m-1) and also rural sites like Melpitz, Germany (6.6 ± 3.5 M m-1) (Teich et al., 2017) and 

Magadino, Switzerland (5.6± 3.7 M m-1), but closer to observations in the city of Zurich, Switzerland (2.2 ± 1.6 M m-250 

1) (Moschos et al., 2018). The main reason for the relatively lower absorption observed during winter in Karlsruhe is 

the substantial impact of storms and rain during almost half of the winter campaign (Fig. 1.), which is therefore not 

really comparable. In contrast, the Abs365 values in summer show similar values (1 – 2 M m-1) in measurements at 

urban cities, rural areas, and forest regions, in Europe (Moschos et al., 2018;Teich et al., 2017).  
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The average MAE365 in winter was 1.1 ± 0.3 m2 g-1 higher than 0.5 ± 0.2 m2 g-1 in summer (see Table S6). And the 255 

average MAE from ultraviolet to visible wavelengths in summer was lower than in winter (Fig. 2b). The higher MAE 

values in winter indicate that the organic aerosol has a stronger absorbing capacity (Laskin et al., 2015). Similar values 

of MAE365 were reported for Melpitz, Leipzig, Magadino, and Zurich ranging between 1.0 – 1.5 and 0.3 – 0.5 m2 g-1 

during winter and summer, respectively (Moschos et al., 2018;Teich et al., 2017). The potential reasons are that similar 

sources contribute to OA in central Europe. The absorption Ångström exponent (AAE) in summer and winter were 4.7 260 

± 0.3 and 5.3 ± 1.2, respectively (Fig. 2a). The AAE values show similar values measured at Zurich which are 4.5 and 

5.1 in winter and summer, respectively. However, lower values of 3.8 were observed in Magadino during winter 

(Moschos et al., 2018). Furthermore, comparing AAE and log (MAE405), the BrC in summer and winter can be 

classified as weakly absorptive BrC (W-BrC) and moderately absorptive BrC (M-BrC), respectively (Fig. 2c). Zeng et 

al. (2022) found that the brown carbon in western United States wildfires was mainly moderately absorptive BrC. And 265 

Saleh (2020) found that the secondary BrC from aromatic volatile organic compound oxidation and biomass burning 

contribute to the very weakly or weakly absorptive BrC classes. The optical properties of BrC had seasonal 

characteristics due to different sources in winter and summer. In the following, we will discuss the potential BrC 

sources and chromophore characteristics. 

3.3 Chromophores 270 

We used fluorescence spectra to investigate chromophores and their potential sources of methanol soluble organic 

carbon (MSOC) extracted from aerosol particles (Chen et al., 2019). The excitation-emission spectra were analyzed 

with a Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) model (Pucher et al., 2019;Murphy et al., 2013) to identify and quantify 

the chromophore components of organic aerosol particles. With this approach, we identified 4 different characteristic 

components named C1, C2, C3, and C4 hereafter (Fig. 3 and S8, and Table S7). The excitation (Ex) and emission (Em) 275 

wavelengths of C1 range between < 240 – 330 nm and 350 – 395 nm, with peak (Ex / Em) values of < 240 nm and 

363 nm, respectively. Compared with previous studies, a methanol soluble chromophore component (Ex: < 250 nm, 

Em: 388 nm) similar to C1 was enriched in biomass burning aerosol (Tang et al., 2020). Furthermore, Chen et al. (2016) 

characterized a similar water-soluble chromophore component as less oxygenated humic-like substances (HULIS) by 

correlation analysis of PARAFAC components and AMS data.  280 

In contrast to C1, the maximum emission wavelengths of C2 and C3 range significantly above 400 nm. This indicates 

that these emissions probably originate from conjugated systems (Cory and McKnight, 2005;Matos et al., 2015). Two 

fluorescence peaks of C2 at 248 /362 nm (Ex) and 469 nm (Em). And two fluorescence peaks of C3 at 240 /323 nm 

(Ex) and 408 nm (Em). Components with similar excitation and emission wavelengths as C2 and C3 were found in 

water-soluble organic carbon and considered highly oxygenated humic-like substances (Chen et al., 2016;Yan and 285 

Kim, 2017;Chen et al., 2021). The fluorescence peak (Ex / Em: 266 / 307 nm) of component C4 was located at the 

protein-like or tryptophan-like region (Chen et al., 2016), since the peaks of shorter excitation wavelength (< 350 nm) 

and shorter emission wavelength (< 250 nm) were associated with aromatic proteins like tyrosine (Cory and McKnight, 

2005). There was a low fluorescence peak at the left of the main peak in C4 component spectra. This could be the first-

order Rayleigh scattering effect, but it does not affect the main results. Due to the significant similarity of the 290 

characteristic spectra identified using the PARAFAC model with literature data, we consider C1 as a less oxygenated 
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HULIS (LO-HULIS) component, C2 as a highly oxygenated HULIS (HO-HULIS) component, C3 as a second HO-

HULIS component, and C4 as a protein-like component.  

As shown in Figs. 4 and 5a, there were different relative contributions of chromophore components in summer and 

winter. The LO-HULIS component (C1) has a high relative contribution of (57 ± 12) % in winter, but a low contribution 295 

of (2 ± 3) % in summer. The less oxygenated HULIS originates most likely from primary emissions such as biomass 

burning, industrial sources, and other combustion sources (Chen et al., 2020). A similar chromophore component as 

C1 has been identified also in water-soluble organic carbon from the urban aerosol in Aveiro, Portugal, showing 

relatively low contributions in a one-year average (Matos et al., 2015). Therefore, primary emissions can be considered 

as important sources for chromophore components in winter, but not in summer. In contrast, the HO-HULIS 300 

components C2 and C3 dominated in sum (96 ± 6) % in summer and had much less but still substantial contributions 

with (31 ± 8) % in winter. Chen et al. (2020) and Lee et al. (2013) found that optically similar components as C2 and 

C3 had a high contribution in biogenic or anthropogenic secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Therefore, the 

chromophores from biogenic or anthropogenic SOA seem to have a substantial contribution in summer and be still 

significant in winter. The protein-like component C4 shows only lower contributions with (2 ± 4) % and (11 ± 9) % in 305 

summer and winter, respectively. An optically similar component as C4 has been identified in aerosol particles related 

to vehicle emissions (Tang et al., 2020). To substantiate this analysis including a first, yet not very specific, source 

apportionment, we will combine these findings with results from our high solution aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-

ToF-AMS). 

3.4 Sources of chromophores and organic aerosol 310 

There are several factors of OA determined by PMF analysis of organic fragments measured by AMS in summer and 

winter (Figs. S9 and S10) (Ulbrich et al., 2009). As shown in Fig. 5b, in brief, the HOA and COA were observed in 

summer and winter, classified as the primary organic aerosol. The HOA can be considered to stem mainly from traffic 

emissions in urban areas (Kasthuriarachchi et al., 2020). The contributions to total OA were on average (7 ± 2) % and 

(9 ± 6) % in summer and winter, respectively. The COA was associated with cooking activities in urban areas (Moschos 315 

et al., 2018;Mohr et al., 2012) and contributes on average (13 ± 4) % and (14 ± 8) % to total OA in summer and winter, 

respectively. The BBOA was only detected in winter and the average contribution to total OA was (23 ± 8) %. The 

BBOA can be considered to stem mainly from wood combustion used for residential heating during the wintertime in 

Europe (Moschos et al., 2018;Moschos et al., 2021). The SV-OOA and LV-OOA were observed both in summer and 

winter, mainly classified as secondary organic aerosol (Xiao et al., 2011). The average contributions of SV-OOA to 320 

total OA were (20 ± 4) % and (17 ± 8) % in summer and winter, respectively. During the summer measurement, two 

different types of LV-OOA were observed LV-OOA1 (O / C: 0.70) and LV-OOA2 (O / C: 0.72). The average 

contributions of LV-OOA1 and LV-OOA2 to total OA were (28 ± 14) % and (32 ±12) %, respectively. In contrast, the 

LV-OOA contributes on average (37 ± 20) % of total OA during the winter period. Song et al. (2022) found that the 

LV-OOA in summer and winter could be from regional transport. More details on the PMF analysis of AMS data are 325 

shown by Song et al. (2022).  

To identify chromophore sources, we compared the factors from PMF analysis of AMS mass spectra and the 

components determined by the PARAFAC analysis of the excitation-emission spectra using a Pearson’s correlation 
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analysis, as shown in Figs. S11 and S12. A significant correlation (r = 0.8, p < 0.01) can be seen between BBOA and 

LO-HULIS components in winter. Therefore, we consider LO-HULIS in winter as mainly related to biomass burning 330 

organic aerosol. This is in agreement with a study that found the HULIS fraction of BrC was primarily related to 

biomass burning. This study conducted a dual carbon (13C and 14C) isotopic analysis on isolated HULIS (Yan and Kim, 

2017). Residential wood burning was found to be the main source for HULIS in winter based on a strong correlation 

with K+
no-dust (R2 > 0.7) (Baduel et al., 2010). HO-HULIS-1 component (C2) had a strong correlation (r = 0.9, p < 0.01) 

with LV-OOA1 in summer. In addition, the HO-HULIS-2 component (C3) showed a significant correlation with LV-335 

OOA2 (r = 0.7, p < 0.01) in summer and LV-OOA (r = 0.5, p < 0.01) in winter. Therefore, the HO-HULIS can be 

considered mainly from the less volatile oxygenated organic aerosol. Consistently, HULIS was also from secondary 

formation in summer, which is substantiated by a strong correlation with oxalic acid (R2 > 0.7) (Baduel et al., 2010). 

As shown in Fig. 5a, Protein-like substances (PLS) had higher contributions to total fluorescence intensity for sample 

ID 33 to 41. Since we had reduced sampling times for these filters of 2.7-14.5 h one might suspect potential sampling 340 

artifacts leading to these enhanced values and we can’t exclude this completely. However, the PLS values showed 

generally good correlations (r > 0.5, p < 0.01) with SV-OOA and LV-OOA in winter. It remains challenging to identify 

the PLS sources in the atmosphere. 

The LO-HULIS and HO-HULIS components had variations of relative contributions during the winter campaign, 

especially diurnal variations. As shown in Table S4 in the supplement, the samples with ID 33 – 41 were collected 345 

during different times of the day, such as morning (sample ID 33, 36, 39), afternoon (sample ID 34, 37, 40), and 

nighttime (sample ID 35, 38, 41). The contributions of LO-HULIS were lower in the morning and afternoon, but 

increased during the night. In contrast, HO-HULIS and PLS showed an anti-correlation with this diurnal evolution. 

The characteristics of LO-HULIS are low oxidizing state and high double bond equivalent. Furthermore, there is a 

negative correlation (Pearson’s R= -0.6) between LO-HULIS and O3 concentrations (Fig. S13a). Therefore, we 350 

consider that LO-HULIS at least partially lost by reaction with O3. However, the HO-HULIS components (C2 and C3) 

showed an anti-correlation with LO-HULIS in diurnal variation, during winter. This result is consistent with other 

studies (Chen et al., 2021). The HO-HULIS have a high oxidation state and low double bond equivalents. Furthermore, 

they have significant correlations (Pearson’s R= 0.7, p < 0.01) with O3 in wintertime (Figs. S13b and c). This suggests 

that atmospheric oxidation reactions including O3 contribute to HO-HULIS formation in winter.  355 

The normalized fluorescence volume (NFV) has a high intensity in samples ID 5 and 6 but not very much in the 

MAE365 (Fig. 5c). This could be an artifact caused by contaminations, but they do not affect the main results. During 

the wintertime measurements, the NFV and MAE365 had high correlation coefficients (r = 0.9 and 0.8, p < 0.01) with 

BBOA. In addition, MAE365 and NFV of BrC were higher at nighttime and lowest in the afternoon. Satish et al. (2017) 

found that the absorption at 365 nm was higher in late evening attributing to biomass burning and lower in the middle 360 

of the day due to photobleaching/volatilization of BrC and rising boundary layer height. The sources of chromophores 

were identified well by combining chromophore components and AMS-PMF factors, but the BrC molecules are still 

unknown. The FIGAERO-CIMS can provide further insight into the aerosol (BrC) molecular composition. 
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3.5 Molecular composition of brown carbon during winter 

3.5.1 Concentration and light absorption of nitro-aromatic compounds 365 

Nitro-aromatic compounds (NACs) are typical brown carbon molecules. Therefore, we give here an overview of the 

main NACs we observed with their MAE365, concentration range, and average concentration (Table 1). The highest 

average concentration showed 4-nitrocatechol with 0.6 ± 0.4 ng m-3, followed by 2-methyl-4-nitrocatechol with 0.5 ± 

0.4 ng m-3. Lower average concentrations were observed for 2-methyl-4-nitrophenol, 2-nitrophloroglucinol, and 4-

nitrophenol with all about ~ 0.2 ng m-3. The sum of the five NACs varied between 0.7 – 3.6 ng m-3, with an average 370 

concentration of 1.6 ± 0.9 ng m-3, and contributes (0.02 – 0.08) % to the total organic mass concentrations measured 

by AMS. Teich et al. (2017) found mean concentrations of NACs were 14.0 ng m-3 in the city of Leipzig, and somewhat 

lower values of 11.1 ng m-3 at the rural site of Melpitz, both Germany, during a winter campaign. NACs contributed 

on average ~ 0.5% of total organic aerosol with a mean value of 20 ng m-3 in Detling, UK, in winter (Mohr et al., 2013). 

All these previous observations at different European locations show somewhat higher average NACs concentrations 375 

than we have observed. However, we think this difference can be explained mainly by the meteorological conditions 

during our winter campaign with long stormy periods with substantial precipitation. In contrast, the average 

concentrations of NACs were 173 ± 137 ng m-3, with values ranging from 19 to 585 ng m-3 in Beijing, in winter (Li et 

al., 2020). This is just one example of more polluted regions of the world. Therefore, we conclude that NACs 

concentrations had similar levels with 10 – 20 ng m-3 in Western Europe, which are substantially lower than in polluted 380 

regions. We calculated the light absorption of NACs by using molecular MAE365.(Xie et al., 2017). Based on this, the 

mean light absorption of the sum of the five NACs was calculated to be 0.014 ± 0.009 Mm-1, contributing to 0.3 ± 0.1% 

of BrC absorption at 365 nm, but they only contributed 0.03 ± 0.01% of total organic mass. Mohr et al. (2013) found 

that the sum of 5 NACs they found accounted for 4 ± 2% of UV light absorption by brown carbon, only contributing 

on average ~ 0.5% of total OA mass. Li et al. (2020) found that the sum of 12 NACs contributed 17% of the total 385 

absorption by methanol-extracted BrC at 370 nm in Beijing, only accounting for 0.6% of the organic matter. Therefore, 

NACs are typical brown carbon molecules with typically lower mass contributions to total organic aerosol but 

relatively higher contributions to the total absorption. 

3.5.2 Concentration and light absorption of the potential brown carbon molecules  

In order to identify potential brown carbon molecules besides the NAC from the about 2000 oxygenated organic 390 

molecules detected in the mass spectra of the FIGAERO-CIMS, we used the method described by Lin et al. (2018). 

From plotting plot of a double bond equivalent (DBE) vs a number of carbon atoms per molecule, we assigned 321 

potential BrC molecules. Detailed information about this method is shown in supplement section 2 and Fig. S14. The 

mass fraction of potential BrC only accounted for 2.5 ± 0.6% of organic aerosol measured by AMS (Fig. 6b). The mass 

of the total potential BrC molecules shows a good correlation (r2 = 0.7) with BrC absorption at 365 nm (Fig. 6a). 395 

Furthermore, most of the individual potential BrC molecules correlated well with BrC absorption at 365 nm (Table 

S8). Therefore, this method seems to be useful to find potential or unknown brown carbon molecules in high-resolution 

mass spectra. Also applying the method described by Lin et al. (2018), Tang et al. (2020) found that high-molecular-

weight potential brown carbon molecules had good correlations (r = 0.9) with MAE365. Xu et al. (2020) found 149 

nitrogen-containing potential BrC chromophores from biomass burning emissions in Tibetan Plateau. Since the 400 
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MAE365 of most potential brown carbon molecules is still unknown, we assumed an average MAE365 of 9.5 m2g-1 for 

316 potential brown carbon molecules. This is the average MAE365 of 12 typical NACs (Table S9) (Xie et al., 2020). 

Based on this assumption, we calculated a mean light absorption of the 316 potential BrC molecules of 1.2 ± 0.2 Mm-

1, accounting for 32 ± 15% of BrC absorption at 365 nm (Fig. 6c).  

3.5.3 Correlation of PARAFAC components with the potential BrC molecules 405 

The potential BrC molecules could be assigned to the four different chromophore factors (C1-C4) identified by the 

PARAFAC analysis based on their individual correlations. The detailed correlation and assignments are shown in 

supplement section 3 and Table S10. As shown in Table S11, 29% of the total potential BrC molecules are associated 

with LO-HULIS (component C1) and accounted for 17± 4% of the total potential BrC mass concentration. These 

molecules comprised 55 CxHyOzN1 molecules which accounted for 62 ± 1% of their mass concentration. Furthermore, 410 

these molecules show a relatively high average molecular weight of 265 ± 2 Da and a relatively low average O/C ratio 

of 0.8 ± 0.01 (Fig. 7a). The LO-HULIS components were enriched in nitrogen-containing molecules with relatively 

high molecular weight and relatively low oxidation state. Stubbins et al. (2014) found that the molecules associated 

with a similar chromophore component (Ex / Em: 300 / 390 nm) found in boreal rivers were also enriched in nitrogen-

containing molecules with a higher average molecular weight (369 Da). The molecules associated with HO-HULIS-1 415 

(C2) accounted for 14 ± 2% of the total potential BrC mass concentration. The CxHyOzN1 molecules only account for 

9 ± 0.3% of their mass concentration. The average O / C ratio and molecular weight were 0.9 ± 0.01 and 170 ± 1 Da, 

respectively. Therefore, HO-HULIS-1 compounds are highly oxidized and have substantially lower nitrogen-

containing molecules, and also a lower molecular weight (Fig. 7b). In contrast, the molecules associated with HO-

HULIS-2 (C3) accounted for 34 ± 4% of the total potential BrC mass concentration. These molecules comprised 16 420 

CxHyOzN1 molecules which only accounted for 9 ± 0.3% mass concentration. The average molecular weight of the 

HO-HULIS-2 molecules was 166 ± 1Da and their O/C ratio was 1.0 ±0.02 (Fig. 7c). The HO-HULIS components had 

a relatively low molecular mass and a lower fraction of nitrogen-containing molecules compared to the LO-HULIS 

component. The protein-like components (C4) were associated with a few molecules which only accounted for 5 ± 1% 

of the total potential BrC mass concentration. The average O / C ratio and molecular weight were 0.8 ± 0.03 and 163 425 

± 8 Da (Fig. 7d). The CxHyOzN1 molecules account for 32 ± 2% of their mass concentration. Above the discussion, we 

conclude that NACs and the potential BrC molecules had a low contribution to organic mass concentration, but can 

explain a high contribution of absorption coefficients of BrC at 365 nm. And the LO-HULIS-associated molecules had 

a higher molecular weight and higher contributions of nitrogen-containing molecules, compared to molecules 

associated with HO-HULIS chromophores. 430 

4 Conclusions and atmospheric implications  

In this paper, the optical properties and chromophores of brown carbon (BrC) aerosol particles were investigated during 

July 2019 and February – March 2020 in downtown Karlsruhe, a city of 300000 inhabitants in southwest Germany. 

The average Abs365 and MAE365 of BrC were lower in the summer period (1.6 ± 0.5 Mm-1, 0.5 ± 0.2 m2 g-1) than in the 

winter period (2.8 ± 1.9 Mm-1, 1.1 ± 0.3 m2 g-1). In addition, the optical properties of BrC in summer and winter can 435 
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be classified as weakly absorptive BrC and moderately absorptive BrC, respectively, corresponding to the higher 

abundance and strong light absorption of BrC in winter.  

The Excitation-emission analysis of the methanol soluble aerosol particle fraction showed that chromophores like HO-

HULIS (C2 and C3) dominated the total fluorescence in summer with a relative fraction of 96 ± 6%. In winter, the 

LO-HULIS (C1) dominated the total fluorescence with 57 ± 12%, while the HO-HULIS still had a fraction of 31 ± 440 

18%. This shows that the chromophore types substantially differ for winter and summer. The statistical analysis of 

AMS data (PMF) and Aqualog excitation-emission spectra (PRAFAC) showed that the LO-HULIS components in 

winter were mainly emitted from biomass burning. In contrast, the HO-HULIS components dominating in summer 

originate from less volatile oxygenated organic aerosol. During the winter time, the LO-HULIS components were lost 

partially by oxidation with ozone and the HO-HULIS components stem from oxidation reactions involving ozone. 445 

Furthermore, five nitro-aromatic compounds (NACs) were identified by CIMS (C7H7O3N, C7H7O4N, C6H5O5N, 

C6H5O4N, and C6H5O3N) which contributed 0.03 ± 0.01% of total organic mass, but can explain 0.3 ± 0.1% of the 

absorption coefficients of BrC at 365 nm in winter. 316 potential brown carbon molecules were assigned accounting 

for 2.5 ± 0.6% of the organic mass, but explaining 32 ± 15% of the absorption at 365 nm, if assuming an average 

MAE365 of 9.5 m2g-1. This shows that a small fraction of brown carbon molecules dominates the overall absorption. 450 

This indicates the great importance to identify these molecules to predict aerosol absorption. The potential BrC 

molecules assigned to LO-HULIS chromophores, included more nitrogen-containing molecules (62 ± 1%) and a higher 

average molecular weight (265 ± 2 Da) than the molecules assigned to the HO-HULIS chromophores. 

As discussed above, our results suggest that LO-HULIS was emitted from biomass burning in winter and dominating 

HO-HULIS resulted from less volatile oxygenated organic aerosol in summer. However, the latter has significantly 455 

lower light absorption coefficients. Furthermore, the results show that 5 NACs compounds and 316 potential brown 

carbon molecules only account for relatively low mass concentrations, but they have a substantial contribution to total 

light absorption at 365 nm. And the LO-HULIS-associated molecules had a high molecular weight and high 

contributions of nitrogen-containing molecules. However, HO-HULIS-associated molecules have a low molecular 

weight and low contribution of nitrogen-containing molecules. Excitation-emission spectroscopy is a useful tool to 460 

investigate the optical properties and chromophores of brown carbon. Especially, the combination with mass 

spectrometry can provide new insights into potential sources and the chemical composition of chromophores. Overall, 

this study provides good insight into the optical properties and chemical characteristics of brown carbon in central 

Europe by using excitation-emission spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. 
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Table 1. Nitro-aromatic compounds detected during the winter in Karlsruhe, including chemical formula, tentative 

structures, mass absorption efficiency at 365 nm (MAE365), concentration range, and average concentration (mean ± 

standard deviation). 690 

Molecule Formula Structure 
MAE 

(m2 g-1)* 

Concentration Range 

(ng m-3) 

Average concentration 

(ng m-3) 

4-Methyl-5-nitrocatechol C7H7O4N 

 

12.9 0.3–1.3 0.5 ± 0.4 

2-Methyl-4-nitrophenol C7H7O3N 

 

3.15 0.1–0.3 0.2 ± 0.05 

2-Nitrophloroglucinol C6H5O5N 

 

14 0.1–0.4 0.2 ± 0.1 

4-Nitrocatechol C6H5O4N 

 

7.02 0.2–1.6 0.6 ± 0.4 

4-Nitrophenol C6H5O3N 

 

2.44 0.1–0.2 0.2 ± 0.05 

*(Xie et al., 2017)  
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Figure 1. Time series of wind speed, precipitation, PM2.5 mass concentrations from FIDAS optical particle sizer and 

gravimetric analysis of filter samples, optical properties of methanol soluble aerosol particle compounds (Aqualog), 695 
concentrations of non-refractory aerosol particle compounds (AMS), and ratios of BC / OA in summer 2019 and the 

following winter. 
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Figure 2. The average Abs (a) and MAE (b) of BrC in winter (blue) and summer (pink). (c) Graphical representation of 700 
optical-based BrC classes in AAE-Log10(MAE405) space with summer and winter data (Saleh, 2020;Hettiyadura et al., 2021). 

VW-, W-, M-, and S-BrC, are very weakly absorbing-, weak absorbing-, moderately absorbing-, and strongly absorbing- 

BrC.  
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 705 

Figure 3. The four components were identified by the PARAFAC model analysis of the excitation-emission spectra from all 

filter extracts collected in summer and winter. 

 

 

Figure 4. A comparison of relative contributions of the four components identified by PARAFAC model analysis to total 710 
fluorescence for summer (a) and winter (b). 
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Figure 5. (a, b) Relative abundances of (a) the chromophore components (C1 associated with less oxygenated humic-like 

substances (LO-HULIS), C2 and C3 associated with highly oxygenated HULIS (HO-HULIS), and C4 associated with 715 
protein-like substance (PLS)), and (b) AMS PMF factors (HOA, COA, SV-OOA, LV-OOA1 (both seasons) and LV-OOA2 

(only summer), BBOA and LVOOA (only winter)). (c) the normalized fluorescence volume (NFV) (normalized to organic 

aerosol concentration) and mass absorption efficiency at 365 nm (MAE365). Sample ID 1-13: summer; Sample ID 14-43: 

winter. Sample ID 33, 36, 39 at morning (M); Sample ID 34, 37, 40 at afternoon (A); Sample ID 35, 38, 41 as night (N). 

Sample ID 1-32 and 42-43 at the whole day. 720 
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Figure 6. The correlation of Abs365 and total potential BrC (a). Mass (b) and absorption(c) contribution of total potential 

BrC. The red pie: BrC; the green pie: No_BrC. 
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Figure 7. The van Krevelen plots of molecule families associated with each PARAFAC component (C1-C4). Data points are 

colored by molecular weight. The molecules are split by CxHyOz and CxHyOzN1. The values in each plot are O/C ratios (red) 

and H/C ratios (black). a: molecules associated with the LO-HULIS component; b: molecules associated with the HO-

HULIS-1 component; c: molecules associated with the HO-HULIS-2 component; d: molecules associated with the Protein-730 
like component. 
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